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PICTURE THIS! BALTERIO LAMINATE 

FLOOR IN MY HOME…

Style. Quality. Simplicity.



Grandeur
 9 mm

EN13329:2006

AC4

Infi nity  8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Magnitude 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sapphire 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sculpture 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Elegant 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Quattro 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Reference 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Stretto 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Impressio brushed
structure 8 mm

EN13329:2006

AC4

New Conferenceplus 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC6

Authentic Styleplus 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Imagine 7 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Senator 7 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Pure Stone 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

   
  

Be 
inspired

Welcome to the Balterio fl ooring 
magazine, your own personal treasure 
cove. Take a look at the world of interiors 
we’ve created for you. Be inspired by the 
different moods and let your spirit roam 
free. Discover the many qualities our 
different fl oors have to offer and learn 
all about the diverse collections, décors 
and fi nishes. 

Put your ideas 
to the test on 
www.balterio.com. Balterio laminate 

fl ooring offers the 
best combination of 
quality and value.

Everything you 
wanted to know 
about Balterio 
laminate fl ooring.

STYLE. QUALITY. SIMPLICITY.
SEE P. 6

QUALITY AND V
ALUE. 

SEE P. 10

Years 
of high 
quality

Why
choose
Balterio?



Diff erent
tastes,
diff erent
styles

Accessories
underfl ooring, the 
perfect fi nish for your 
Balterio laminate fl oor.

True matching®

skirtings and profi les. 

The magazine

The 
collections

Discover what 
we have to offer.
Discover the different 
styles and fi nishes 
that you’ve always 
dreamed of.

Be inspiRed! 
see p. 19

tHe FinisHi
nG tOucH. 

see p. 90

OuR cOllectiOns. 
see p. 58

THE MAGAZINE - INTRO

Grandeur p. 60
infi nity p. 62  
Magnitude p. 64    
Tradition sapphire p. 66  
Tradition sculpture p. 68  
Tradition Elegant p. 70  
Tradition quattro p. 72  
Xperienceplus p. 74
stretto p. 76    
impressio p. 78  
conference p. 80  
authentic styleplus p. 82
Dolce p. 84  
senator p. 86  
pure stone p. 88  
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 GRanDEuR - 592 Renaissance oak (see p. 60)

Nice to
meet 
you
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Inspirations “for every room”
         in your home: “the perfect match...”

10. a decade of being 
driven by quality and 
innovation, of striving 
to develop the perfect 
laminate fl ooring that 
helps you create a feel-
good home. Be inspired 
by the variety of fi nishes 
of the Balterio laminate 
fl oor to make your home 
a loving home.

pROud OF my livinG ROOm.

my Feel-G
OOd BedRO

Om.

THE MAGAZINE - INTRO
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Beautiful designs

GRanDEuR - 592 Renaissance oak (see p. 60)

Why
choose
Balterio?
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Style. Quality. Simplicity.

picture this!
if a man’s home is 
his castle, then his 
interior is defi nitely 
the expression of 
his individuality and 
character. Balterio 
laminate fl ooring has 
style. your style. 

Thanks to innovative ideas, 
inventive processes and 
distinctive designs, the 
choice is yours. From a 
modern pattern to 
‘True to nature®’ woodgrain 
interpretation, our fl oors 
help you design your 
personal living space. our 
fl oors give you the sound 
and touch of solid parquet. 
That is because we use 
high quality materials and 
a lot of craftsmanship to 
design and produce your 
new fl oor. 

Be inspired and 
discover what 
we have to off er.
Discover the 
diff erent styles 
and fi nishes that 
you’ve always 
dreamed of.

tOtally my style!
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Would you like to know 
more about the qualities 
of our laminate? 
www.balterio.com

GRanDEuR- 672 Burgundy oak (see p. 60)

Why
choose
Balterio?

GRanDEuR - 592 Renaissance oak (see p. 60)
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blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

*En 13329

Different people, 
different tastes, 
different styles. 
Because your home 
refl ects who you are, 
we offer you a range 
of décors, fi nishes 
and structures. 

Style
of décors, 
fi nishes and 
structures

We care about the 
environment. That’s 
why all Balterio 
laminate fl oors 
are certifi ed by the 
programme for the 
Endorsement of 
Forest certifi cation 
schemes (pEFc). 
one of pEFc’s main 
objectives is to 
preserve our forests. 
it ensures that each 
time a tree is felled, 
a new one is planted.

Harmony
with nature

our installation 
systems make our 
laminate fl ooring 
real easy to install. 
and with your ease 
of use in mind, 
we’ve minimised 
the maintenance 
required. all our 
fl oors are scratch, 
moisture and stain 
resistant*.

Simplicity
Easy installation
& maintenance

Buying a Balterio 
laminate fl oor 
is a long-term 
investment. We 
offer peace of mind 
because we believe 
in combining high 
quality materials 
with the best 
craftsmanship, 
enabling us to offer a  
lifetime warranty on 
some of the qualities.

Quality
Superior value

scan for 
more info
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We are proud of the styling and 
durability of our fl oors. We control 
every step in the production process 
to make sure that it meets the strict 
production standards implemented 
in our vertically integrated plant. 
The result? 10-year to lifetime 
warranties on our fl oors, both in 
residential and commercial use. 

carefree enjoyment thanks to quality.

Balterio laminate 
fl ooring off ers the 
best combination 
of quality and 
value. 

Warranty in commercial use Warranty in residential use

Years 
of high 
quality

scan for 
more info
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THE MAGAZINE - WHY CHOOSE BALTERIO

*En 13329

slip-REsisTanT
a slippery fl oor constitutes a danger 
for you and your housemates. To 
keep you from falling, our engineers 
have worked hard to improve slip 
resistance. our fl oors now score 45 % 
better than the norm*. 

MoisTuRE-REsisTanT
Balterio produces the hDF core 
boards itself and applies the highest 
standards regarding swelling and 
expansion.

sTain-REsisTanT
sauce, spaghetti, jam or coffee stains 
can ruin a carpet or solid parquet 
fl oor. With a Balterio fl oor, stains 
need not be a disaster. Even magic 
markers, lipstick or nail varnish 
can easily be removed with a drop of 
acetone on a clean cloth.

WEaR-REsisTanT
The wear-resistance is 
guaranteed by the wear 
resistant surface together 
with the hard core. 

iMpacT-REsisTanT
The high quality hDF core 
boards can resist sudden 
impacts from high heels, 
falling objects and the 
pressure marks caused by 
furniture legs. 

ciGaRETTE pRooF
a fallen burning cigarette 
that is for a few seconds  on 
your Balterio laminate fl oor 
won’t leave the slightest 
trace.

a wear-resistant 
layer for years 
of carefree living 
pleasure.

carefree enjoyment thanks to quality.

DiMEnsional sTaBiliTy
The high quality core boards limit 
the effect of relative humidity on 
your Balterio laminate fl oor, in 
comparison with solid wood or 
chipboard. any small degree of 
swelling of 1 mm per walking 
meter is dealt with by means of an 
expansion joint.

scRaTch-REsisTanT
your Balterio laminate fl oor can 
easily withstand scratches from 
offi ce chairs with soft rubber 
wheels. however, to keep sand 
from scratching your fl oor, it is 
best to use a doormat.
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our program of sustainable 
entrepreneurship is called 
‘Embrace the Future’ and has 
four strategic axes: production, 
innovation, certifi cation and 
community. The objective of 
‘Embrace the future’ is to 
combine ecological, social 
and economic interests in a 
profi table way. 

in our production process we 
try to reduce or avoid waste 
and where possible, to recycle 
and re-use it. Moreover, the 
Balterio laminate fl oors are 
pEFc-certifi ed guaranteeing 
a.o. the preservation of 
our forests (more info: 
www.pefc.org).

innovative techniques and use 
of quality raw materials lead 
to a safe installation: Balterio 
laminate fl oors contain 10 
times less formaldehyde than 
the required norm.

Balterio laminate fl oors are 
perfectly compatible with 
underfl oor heating of the 
‘water’-type, without you 
having a higher energy bill 
in comparison with classic 
heating systems. For more 
information contact us or surf 
to www.balterio.com. click 
install & maintenance and 
select underfl oor heating.

Embrace
the future!

learn more about Balterio’s programme 
for sustainable entrepreneurship at 
www.balteriosustainability.com.

We tHinK a
BOut tHe Fu

tuRe.

pEFc/07-31-132

promoting sustainable 
forest management

www.pefc.org

In
harmony
with 
nature
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DropXpress®ClickXpress® PressXpress®

Thanks to these 
revolutionary 
systems. 

Easy to 
maintain 
a light mopping or a 
cleaning system with 
moist towels is more 
than enough to clean 
your Balterio laminate 
in a minimum of time 
and to keep its lovely 
appearance for years. 

The revolutionary 
clickXpress® 
system ensures  a 
fast installation. 

This rotation system 
makes it easy to roll 
the panels together 
with a sturdy, seam-
less fl oor as a result. 
When moving house 
or renovating, 
you can take the 
laminate out and roll 
them back together 
easily. sturdy, relia-
ble, and 25 % faster 
installation time.

With DropXpress®, 
everything falls 
perfectly into 
place.  

DropXpress® (DXp) 
is the new Balterio 
fl oor-laying system 
that raises user-
friendliness, ease and 
speed of installation 
to new heights. From 
now on, you can simply 
lock the laminate 
boards into place 
end-on. Thanks to the 
u-profi le, the boards 
fi t seamlessly. With 
DXp, you can lay a 
beautiful fl oor from our 
new stretto collection 
in no time, and it’s 
ready to be walked on 
straightaway.

Watch our installation video on www.balterio.com.

Just press the 
fl ooring boards 
into place with 
pressXpress®.

Balterio introduces 
the new and innovative 
pressXpress® (pXp) fold 
down system for fi tting 
the short sides of fl ooring 
panels. pXp® will be 
introduced on the new 
infi nity and Xperienceplus 

collections, as well as on 
Grandeur. The clip* inside 
the plank ensures an 
immediate locking of the 
short sides resulting in a 
seamless and strong joint. 
now all you have to do is 
‘press’ the fl ooring boards 
into place end to end.

* registered design

Simplicity
Easy to install 
& maintain

scan for 
more info

scan for 
more info

scan for 
more info
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see p. 94-95
for an overview 
of all collections.

WE oFFER choicE

you only want the best for your home, no compromises. 
The best is exactly what you’ll fi nd in our extensive 
collection. Balterio offers you a range of décors, 
fi nishes and structures to suit your taste.

Grandeur, a great fl oor 
Infi nity, exclusivity at home 
Magnitude, magnify your living comfort 
Tradition Sapphire, beauty with rough edges 
Tradition Sculpture, artfully crafted
Tradition Elegant, serene elegance
Tradition Quattro, a true-to-life parquet look 
Xperienceplus, experience style
Stretto, chic in every way
Impressio, a sturdy look
Conference, heavy duty
Authentic Styleplus, timeless
Dolce, a fashionable fl oor at a fair price
Senator, excellent value
Pure Stone, natural beauty

p. 60
p. 62
p. 64
p. 66
p. 68
p. 70
p. 72
p. 74
p. 76
p. 78
p. 80
p. 82
p. 84
p. 86
p. 88

Diff erent
styles

Style
big choice
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Beauty &
variety 
in wood
and tiles

innovaTivE TEchniquEs

at Balterio, we constantly develop new decors, 
surface textures and formats to capture new 
trends or intensify the feeling of authentic 
wood, so you can choose the perfect floor for 
every room in your house.

NEW

3D WOOD 
EFFECT

The new 3D Wood 
Effect emphasizes 
the natural depth 
of the wood grains 
by varying in gloss 
level from mat to 
satin and silk.
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Balterio is a true master in 
reproducing nature in all its aspects 
and varieties. The structures are true 
to life and exceptionally innovative.

The handscraped fi nish gives the planks 
a real craftsman’s look, as if every plank 
was made by hand. 

The embossed in register process gives 
you the feel of a solid wood fl oor.

The exclusive chromezone® technology 
enhances the True to nature® touch by 
giving the wood grains a vivid and 
radiant luster on a mat surface. 

Handscraped®

True to nature®

3D Wood Eff ect

Chromezone®

handscraped® look

characteristic 
fl oor with a rich
appearance

True to 
nature® look

you can feel and see the 
knot as in solid wood

Embossed 
in register décor

Real wood 
surface texture

Embossed 
in register 
décor

True to 
nature® look

chromezone®

technology
shiny wood grains

Innovative
techniques

The new 3D Wood Effect emphasizes the 
natural depth of the wood grains by varying 
in gloss level from mat to satin and silk.

True-to-nature® look: 
embossed in register 
décor

natural 
3D gloss 
relief of the 
woodgrains
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BRushED sTRucTuRE
specially brushed to emphasise the raw wood 
structure even more. 

GEnuinE WooD sTRucTuRE 
The living pattern of a woodgrain surface.

WooDGRain sTRucTuRE
Brings the effect of a wood-fi bre structure even 
more to the fore. 

FinE WooDGRain sTRucTuRE
creates the lifelike effect of a wood-fi bre structure.

TRuE TilE sTRucTuRE
Reproduces the reliëf of natural stone perfectly. 

soFT Touch MaT
Gives the impression of an authentic wood 
structure and creates a soft mat effect with a 
pleasant silky touch.

Balterio uses a unique 
foilband per décor 
to cover the milled 
bevelled edge. The 
décor of the foilband 
on the edge matches 
perfectly the décor of 
the plank which makes 
the laminate hardly 
distinguishable from 
real parquet fl oors. 

Natural
looking
V-grooves

Milled to show the 
irregularities of real wood, 
the random v-groove has a 
very natural look.

Balterio created the subtle 
micro v-groove for a unique
wood plank appearance.

With the v-groove on the 
sides of the plank, your fl oor 
is hardly distinguishable from 
solid parquet fl oors.

V-groove

Micro V-groove

Random V-groove
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EXTRA LONG & WIDE PLANKS
Grandeur, infi nity

SHORT & WIDE PLANKS
impressio

STANDARD PLANKS
Magnitude, Tradition sapphire, 
Tradition Elegant, Tradition 
sculpture, Tradition quattro, 
Xperienceplus, conference, 
authentic styleplus, Dolce , senator

NARROW PLANKS
stretto

TILES
pure stone

The Balterio planks come 
in a variety of sizes. 
Whether they are extra 
long, wide or narrow, 
their quality is simply 
outstanding.

Extra long & 
wide planks
2039 x 238 mm

short & wide
planks
1261 x 244 mm

standard
planks
1261 x 189 mm 
or 
1257 x 189 mm*

narrow 
planks
1263 x 134 mm

Tiles
1192 x 

392,5 mm

Diff erent
sizes

* depending on the clicksystem
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  CONFERENCE - 591 Chocolate Oak (see p. 80)

Take a look at the world 
of interiors we’ve created 
for you. Be inspired by the 
diff erent moods. Imagine 
how your room can bloom.

Diff erent 
tastes, 
diff erent 
styles
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The rich and deep colours 
of Grandeur harbour an 
unsurpassed warmth. 
your fl oor will become an 
extension of your living space.

Personal, inspired 
and with a taste of 
adventure

my livinG space, tHis is WHeRe i WORK and live...
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GRanDEuR - 672 Burgundy oak (see p. 60)
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Natural
beauty

 inFiniTy - 731 providence oak (see p. 62)
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a room where every item is essential and every object works, where less is more and the 
furniture has simple sleek lines. our collections add warmth and pure design to your space. 
as a result the space offers everything you need to relax after a hectic day at work.

 GRanDEuR - 673 champagne oak (see p. 60)
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a living space where 
minimalism reigns 
and accents speak for 
themselves. straight lines 
that create space yet invite.
The interior reflects your 
character and is magnificient 
in its simplicity.

Grand in its 
simplicity
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XPERIENCEPLUS - 759 Alaska Oak (see p. 74)
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your interior is not really fi nished until the fl oor has given 
the whole an added dimension. The narrow boards of the 
stretto collection match natural parquet down to the last 
detail. 

sTRETTo - 699 Transit Wood (see p. 76)

it’s a GOOd day!
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 XpERiEncEplus - 758 venetian cypress (see p. 74)
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Less is more
puRE sTonE - 643 Belgian Blue Flamed (see p. 88)
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A pure 
stone floor

Pure Stone has a natural look, but radiates greater 
warmth than real tiles.

PURE STONE - 641 Limestone White (see p. 88)
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Be impressed
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INFINITY - 730 Almond Oak (see p. 62)
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Light colours bring a positive 
attitude and a feeling of 
serenity into a room

 DolcE - 750 abbey oak (see p. 84)
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conspicuously inconspicuous, you create openness 
and serenity with infinity collection. your space is 
refreshed with light and oxygen. you feel totally Zen.

Serenity

 inFiniTy - 732 Brewery oak (see p. 62)
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Bring an elegant fl oor into your home that lets you feel at one with 
nature. your interior becomes an extension of your garden and your 
natural surroundings. This is your homecoming.

A touch 
of luxury

 TRaDiTion ElEGanT - 661 cambridge oak (see p. 70)
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and
authenticity

 GRanDEuR - 672 Burgundy oak (see p. 60) 
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I’ll be there in a 
minute, please make 
yourself at home...

TRADITION ELEGANT - 665 African Wengé (see p. 70)
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Memories of faraway places create a relaxed style. Personal, inspired and 
with a taste of adventure. The rich and deep colours of Tradition Elegant and 
Senator create a ‘world’ effect taking you back to the adventures past.

SENATOR - 658 Colonial Wood (see p. 86)
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cosy bedrooms or stately halls. 
laminate floors can bring a 
warmth and cosiness to every 
room. With diverse collections 
each room basks in its own 
unique atmosphere.

Romance
your home

DolcE - 754 hemlock White (see p. 84)
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DOLCE - 753 Cappuccino Aspen (see p. 84)
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A timeless 
encounter
between 
black and 
white

Black and white is modern 
and classic at the same 
time. opening up rooms to 
include a sense of airiness, 
the stark contrast creates 
a stunning décor where 
refinement and sensuality 
play the lead.
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MAGNITUDE - 580 Blackfired Oak (see p. 64)
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combining black and white is 
always stylish. Especially in lofts 
and large rooms. pure stone 
emphasises the spatial feeling 
and introduces an industrial style. 
pure and open. 

 puRE sTonE - 641 limestone White (see p. 88)
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Combining black and 
white adds style and 
Combining black and 
white adds style and 
Combining black and 

contrast to your room
white adds style and 
contrast to your room
white adds style and 

MaGniTuDE - 579 off-White oak (see p. 64)
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GRanDEuR - 673 champagne oak (see p. 60)
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Let your home 
radiate spirit 
and character

TRaDiTion ElEGanT - 690 vanilla oak (see p. 70)

GRanDEuR - 592 Renaissance oak (see p. 60)

First impressions often become lasting 
impressions. Modern vintage interiors skilfully 
blend traditional and contemporary elements, 
creating a living space that acts as a cocoon, a 
warm space to relax in. 
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Retro with a 
contemporary twist create a contemporary workspace but 

with a retro twist.

TRaDiTion ElEGanT - 705 Frozen oak (see p. 70)
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let kids play in the house to their hearts’ content. a 
sturdy floor that can take a few knocks is essential in any 
home. live without worries with senator.

My very own 
playground

sEnaToR - 660 arctic Wood (see p. 86)
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A warm and 
relaxed 
atmosphere

auThEnTic sTylEplus - 539 olive (see p. 82)

created with careful attention to 
detail, this room radiates the spirit 
and character of its occupants.
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TRaDiTion ElEGanT - 692 imperial oak (see p. 70)
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My 
natural 
home
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XpERiEncEplus - 757 amber Elm (see p. 74)
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An emotional 
journey

sTRETTo - 701 Refined hickory (see p. 76)

casual elegance and a feeling of tranquillity 
is brought to a room by stretto. Embark 
on a emotional journey towards the simple 
country life.
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Why not combine mysterious dark 
woods with refreshing light woods? 
Escape the ordinary and bring rooms to 
life with individuality.

MaGniTuDE - 696 Tuscan oak (see p. 64)

TRaDiTion ElEGanT - 662 honey oak (see p. 70)
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Floors that are faithful to nature are inviting. The lively 
decors of impressio put surprising accents into a rural, yet 
contemporary interior. a subtle mix that exudes character.

iMpREssio - 505 loft White (see p. 78)

Escape the 
ordinary
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GRanDEuR - 601 hermitage oak (see p. 60)
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conFEREncE - 541 Dark cherry (see p. 80)
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conFEREncE - 519 scarlet Maple (see p. 80)

playing with contrasts gives a fresh, clear and 
unquestionably sophisticated and elegant look 
to any living space.
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Make
your
choice

Tradition Sapphire

Random V-groove
True to nature® touch 

/66-67

Authentic Styleplus

True to nature® touch 

/82-83

Grandeur

Extra long & wide planks
Chromezone® 

/60-61

Magnitude

Chromezone® 
4-sided micro V-groove

/64-65

Dolce

True to nature® touch 
Soft touch mat

/84-85

Senator

From plank to stripdesign

/86-87

Tradition Elegant

2/4-sided micro V-groove
True to nature® touch 

/70-71

Conference

For intensive use

/80-81

Tradition Quattro

4-sided V-groove
True to nature® touch 

/72-73

Xperienceplus

2-sided V-groove
3D wood effect

/74-75

Infinity
Large choic

Extra long & wide planks
3D wood effect

/62-63

Stretto

Narrow planks
4-sided micro V-groove

/76-77

NEW

NEW

NEW
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The collection

The appearance, structure and texture of our 
collection has been designed and engineered 
to suit your every desire. ‘True to nature®’ 
ensures real wood texture; ‘handscraped’ gives 
your fl oor a more rugged appearance, while 
‘brushed’ emphasises the raw wood structure 
and a ‘woodgrain’ or ‘fi ne woodgrain’ structure 
highlights the effect of the wood-fi bre structure. 
our ‘True matching®’ technology guarantees 
that skirtings and profi les have the same colour 
and decor variation as your fl oor.

have you found the 
fl oor you‘re looking for? 

put your ideas to the test 
on  www.balterio.com. 
our Roomdesigner helps 
you create your interior. 
choose the room, 
change the furniture 
and the wall colours, 
and match with your 
favourite laminate fl oor.

Pure Stone

True tile structure
4-sided micro V-groove

/88-89

Tradition Sculpture

4-sided V-groove
Handscraped® 

/68-69

Impressio

Short & wide planks
2-sided V-groove

/78-79
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Grandeur

601 hermitage oak

Extra 
long & 
wide 
planks

Chrome-
zone® 

593  old French oak 594  Wellington oak592  Renaissance oak

672  Burgundy oak671  Roussillon oak601  hermitage oak
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672 Burgundy Oak 673 Champagne Oak

EXTRA LONG & 
WIDE PLANKS

673  Champagne Oak

595  Victorian Oak

HDF 9 mm | 2039 x 238 mm | 80.2756 x 9.3701 inch | 
6.6896 x 0.7808 ft | 5 planks/pack | 2.4264 m2 = 26.1176 ft2 |
± 20 kg/pack = ± 44.1 pound/pack

A great fl oor
Exuding pure luxury, this fl oor, fi t for a castle, 
makes the most of every space. Its extra-long 
and wide planks do not only fi t large areas 
and spacious lofts, they also look great in 
smaller rooms. Its eight different décors add 
a touch of exclusivity to any interior.
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Infinity

730 Almond Oak

Extra 
long & 
wide 
planks
3D Wood 
Eff ect

730  Almond Oak 731  Providence Oak729  Black Pepper Oak

741  Helsinki Oak740  Feather Oak739  Urban Oak

Available as from 
half June 2012.
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731 Providence Oak 732 Brewery Oak

EXTRA LONG & 
WIDE PLANKS

742  Snowflake Oak

732  Brewery Oak

Exclusivity at home
Infi nity makes every room look bigger due 
to its long and wide planks. The 3D Wood 
Effect emphasizes the natural depth of the 
structure and adds an exclusive dimension to 
your interior. This unique fl oor fi ts perfectly 
into place thanks to the revolutionary 
PressXpress® system, having a seamless and 
strong result.

HDF 8 mm | 2039 x 238 mm | 80.2756 x 9.3701 inch | 
6.6896 x 0.7808 ft | 6 planks/pack | 2.9117 m2 = 31.3413 ft2 |
± 21.5 kg/pack = ± 47.3994 pound/pack
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Magnitude

542  Refined oak 545  old Flemish oak 557  Titanium oak

695  sauvignon oak581  superior oak 582  country oak

557 Titanium oak

Chrome-
zone®
 

4-sided 
micro 
V-groove
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580  Blackfired oak

696  Tuscan oak 697  Tobacco oak 698  River oak

558  smoked oak 579  off-White oak

Magnify your 
living comfort
This superior fl oor looks and feels like real 
oak. The original chromezone® technology* 
marks the pores shiny on a mat surface 
showing real natural beauty. all four sides of 
the planks have a beautiful micro v-groove 
creating extra depth for your room. 
*patent pending

hDF 8 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch |
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 9 planks/pack | 2.1449 m2 = 23.0875 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

698 River oak
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Tradition Sapphire

  1

  1   3

   1+2

        1

    1+2

503 crafted oak

438  legacy oak

538  imperial Teak

468  prestige oak

539  olive

503  crafted oak

550  new England oak

Random 
V-groove

True to 
nature® 
touch 
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1+2

(1)

(2)

(3)

538 imperial Teak

537  Weathered oak

hDF 9 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch | 
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 8 planks/pack | 1.9066 m2 = 20.5225 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

Beauty with rough edges
Traditional country mansions used to have 
beautiful handcrafted wooden fl oors, with a 
unique touch to every plank. Tradition  
sapphire, with its exclusive randomly 
milled v-groove brings that authenticity to 
your room. The handscraped fi nish adds 
authenticity to this natural-looking laminate 
fl oor. 

genuine wood 
structure
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Tradition Sculpture

   1+2    1+2    1+2

      2

467  vintage oak 468  prestige oak 485  heritage oak

491  Bleached oak

4-sided 
V-groove

Hand-
scraped® 

467 vintage oak
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(1)

(2)

467 vintage oak 468 prestige oak

Artfully crafted 
The look of real wood with bevelled sides and the tool 
marks left on its surface makes you love this fl oor down to 
its imperfections. its handscraped wood structure and the 
many ways in which the planks catch the light refl ect pure 
craftsmanship, adding authenticity and character to your home.

hDF 9 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch | 4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 8 planks/pack | 
1.9066 m2 = 20.5225 ft2 | ± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack
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Tradition Elegant

   1   1

  1   1

  1

  1   1

  1

662 honey oak

661  cambridge oak

690  vanilla oak

662  honey oak

691  harbour oak

663  american oak

664 volcano oak

664  volcano oak

692  imperial oak 705  Frozen oak
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  2   2   2

  1   1

(1)

(2)

Serene elegance
Tradition Elegant is one of these fl oors with 
charisma to fi t any interior, adding fi nesse 
without overpowering. its fi ne woodgrain 
structure has a familiar feel to it: traditional 
yet modern. The fi ne micro v-groove on the 
long side or on the four sides of the plank 
adds charm to the room. 

hDF 9 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch |
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 8 planks/pack | 1.9066 m2 = 20.5225 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

2/4-sided 
micro 
V-groove

True to 
nature® 
touch 

665  african Wengé 668  Royal cherry 670  stanford  Maple

706  Barley oak   708  silk oak

� ne woodgrain 
structure

or
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Tradition Quattro

433 lounge oak  

433  lounge oak  

498  Tasmanian oak

434  cottage oak

513  carbon Black

437  liberty oak

518  Kambala

4-sided 
V-groove

True to 
nature® 
touch 
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hDF 9 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch |
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 8 planks/pack | 1.9066 m2 = 20.5225 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

513 carbon Black

A true-to-life parquet look 

With its true-to-life natural pattern, 
Tradition quattro looks like an authentic 
parquet fl oor. This aspect is further 
emphasized by the 4-sided v-groove. 

438  legacy oak  

544  select Walnut  
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Xperienceplus

  1   1   1

  1   2   1

759 Alaska Oak

757  Amber Elm 758  Venetian Cypress 759  Alaska Oak

737  Darknight Oak 738  Cotton Oak 755  Butterscotch Elm

2-sided 
V-groove
3D Wood 
Eff ect

Available as from 
half June 2012.
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  1

(1)

(2) soft touch mat

  1

  1

758 venetian cypress

hDF 8 mm | 1257 x 189 mm | 49.4882 x 7.4409 inch | 
4.1240 x 0.6201 ft | 9 planks/pack | 2.1384 m2 = 23.0175 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

760  Kalahari oak

756  Dakota Elm

Experience style
 
Whether you favour an authentic or modern interior, 
Xperienceplus always brings a stylish touch in your 
house. all décors have a 3D Wood Effect fi nish, 
giving your fl oor a unique multiple mat dimension 
and leaving a unique experience. an elegant 2-sided 
v-groove adds class. With pressXpress®, 
an Xperienceplus fl oor is installed in no time.
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Stretto

  1   1   2

  1   1   1

516  Black Walnut

700  select hickory

520  Thermo ash

701  Refined hickory 702  suede hickory

694  Wild cherry

701 Refined hickory

Narrow 
planks

4-sided 
micro 
V-groove
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(1)

(2)

  1   2  1

  1   1  1

706  Barley Oak

695  Sauvignon Oak

707  Ambient Oak 708  Silk Oak

696  Tuscan Oak 699  Transit Wood

Chic in every way 
With its elegant and slender boards, just 
134 mm wide Stretto adds a touch of 
chic to your space and gives you a sense 
of freedom. Indistinguishable from a 
full parquet fl oor, Stretto opens up your 
space and gives you a sense of freedom. 
A delicate V-groove on all sides of the 
plank adds an extra touch of authenticity.

HDF 8 mm | 1263 x 134 mm | 49.7244 x 5.2789 inch | 
4.1437 x 0.4396 ft | 12 planks/pack | 2.0309 m2 = 21.8604 ft2 |
± 14.5 kg/pack = ± 31.97 pound/pack

� ne woodgrain 
structure

700 Select Hickory

(1)

+ 4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE 134 mm

> NARROW PLANKS <
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Impressio

703  aged castle oak 704  Boathouse pine

703 aged castle oak

505  loft White 690  vanilla oak 692  imperial oak

693  Weathered pine

Short 
& wide 
planks

2-sided 
V-groove
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brushed 
structure    hDF 8 mm | 1261 x 244 mm | 49.6457 x 9.6063 inch |

4.1371 x 0.8005 ft | 8 planks/pack | 2.4615 m2 = 26.4954 ft2 |
± 17.5 kg/pack = ± 35.58 pound/pack

693 Weathered pine

A sturdy look
With its combination of light and dark decors, 
ranging from loft White to aged castle oak 
and Boathouse pine, impressio certainly is an 
attention grabber. The wider than standard 
planks with brushed look add a casual yet robust 
look to any room. Joined together with a 2-sided 
v-groove, they seem to be there for eternity.
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Conference

1

  2   2   1 

  2   1

519 scarlet Maple

491  Bleached oak

551  universal oak

519  scarlet Maple

587  oak strip Brown

541  Dark cherry

590  caramel oak

For 
intensive 
use
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  1

  1

(2)

(1)

woodgrain 
structure     

brushed 
structure

hDF 8 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch | 
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 9 planks/pack | 2.1449 m2 = 23.0875 ft2 |
± 16 kg/pack = ± 35.27 pound/pack

541 Dark cherry

547  Glaze cherry

591  chocolate oak

Heavy duty 
conference has been designed for use in 
spaces with a lot of passage and where the 
fl oor is heavily taxed. Whether used in an offi ce, 
bar or restaurant, this fl oor has a high wear 
resistance and keeps looking good even after 
years of intensive use. The planks are antislip 
and antistatic. Besides, our clickXpress® system 
makes the fl oor easy to install.
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Authentic Styleplus

662 honey oak 661 cambridge oak

True to 
nature® 
touch 

538  imperial Teak

662  honey oak

539  olive

663  american oak

544  select Walnut

664  volcano oak
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hDF 8 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch | 
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 9 planks/pack | 2.1449 m2 = 23.0875 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

663 american oak

Timeless 

This timeless fl oor comes with no frills. The 
planks are joined seamlessly for an even and 
spacious effect. The rich expression of the wood 
with its typical pattern and warm aura speaks 
for itself. authentic styleplus comes in seven rich 
and authentic decors. 

661  cambridge oak
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Dolce

  1

  1

  1

2

  1

  2

True to 
nature® 
touch 

Soft 
touch 
mat

747  continental oak

751  Fossil oak

748  Burlington oak

752  Tabor Maple

749  old Grey oak

753  cappuccino aspen

753 cappuccino aspen 
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(2)

(1)

soft touch mat

  1

  2

hDF 7 mm | 1261 x 192,5 mm | 49.6457 x 7.5787 inch | 
4.1371 x 0.6316 ft | 10 planks/pack | 2,4274 m2 = 26.1283 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

A fashionable fl oor 
at a fair price
Dolce is the new 7 mm laminate collection 
that offers a real parquet look at a reasonable 
price. it is the perfect fashionable laminate fl oor 
for every budget: some décors have a True to 
nature® structure, others come with the new 
soft touch mat structure, adding extraordinary 
fi nesse to this quality of laminate fl oor. 

754  hemlock White

750  abbey oak

 752 Tabor Maple
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Senator

  1

  3

  1

  3

  2

  3

  3

  3

316  château oak

551  universal oak 

328  Barn oak

552  Mansion oak 

424  Brushed oak

658  colonial Wood

426  Elegant cherry

659  Tornado Wood

316 château oak
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  2

  3

  1

  3

  1

  3

  1

  3

(2)

(3)

(1)

Excellent value 
are you looking for stylish fl ooring at an 
exceptional value? Then the senator collection 
was designed for you. you’ll fi nd a variety of 
classic and modern options that offer premium 
performance. its 16 décors, from the fi ne 
woodgrain structure of african Wengé to the 
brushed structure of château oak, make it an 
all-rounder in your home.

hDF 7 mm | 1261 x 189 mm | 49.6457 x 7.4409 inch | 
4.1371 x 0.6201 ft | 10 planks/pack | 2.3832 m2 = 25.6526 ft2 |
± 15.5 kg/pack = ± 34.17 pound/pack

From 
plank 
to strip-
design

woodgrain structure     
� ne woodgrain structure     

brushed structure

427  venetian Walnut

660  arctic Wood

430  Michigan pine

665  african Wengé

491  Bleached oak

668  Royal cherry

499  silk Maple

669  universal Beech
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Pure Stone

641 limestone White

641  limestone White 642  limestone Tobacco

644  Belgian Blue honed

True tile 
structure

4-sided 
micro 
V-groove

643  Belgian Blue Flamed
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true tile structure

hDF 8 mm | 1192 x 392.5 mm | 46.93 x 15.24 inch | 3.91 x 1.27 ft | 4 planks/pack | 
1.874 m2 = 20.17 ft2 | ± 14 kg/pack = ± 30.86 pound/pack

642 limestone Tobacco

Natural beauty
pure stone combines all the advantages of high quality laminate 
with the authentic look of natural stone slabs. The large tiles with 
a stylish micro v-groove on all four sides guarantee a beautiful 
fl oor that is a joy to walk on. Whether you choose limestone 
White or Tobacco, or Belgian Blue Flamed or honed, pure stone’s 
minimalist character brings a feeling of space and peace to your 
room. 
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True 
matching® 
accessories

Balterio is a true master in 
reproducing nature in all 
its aspects and varieties. 
This is not only true for the 
Balterio laminate fl oors, 
but also for the matching 
Balterio skirtings & 
profi les. 

The colour & print variations in the original 
Balterio skirtings & profi les are exactly 
the same as in the Balterio laminate fl oors 
and are your only guarantee for a perfectly 
fi nished Balterio laminate fl oor. Furthermore: 
Balterio accessories have a unique ‘lacquer 
covering overlay’ to make them more 
scratch-resistant.

These high skirtings are ideal 
for renovation, but can also be 
applied in newly-built homes. 
use by preference Balterio 
skirting clips. also available in 
white, paintable. 
2400 x 83 x 14 mm 
94.49 x 3.27 x 0.55 inch

2/ Wallbase

With its light and stylish design, 
this skirting fi ts in with every 
interior. use by preference 
Balterio skirting clips. you can 
use inner and outer corner caps 
or end caps. 
2400 x 50 x 14 mm 
94.49 x 1.96 x 0.55 inch

3/ Skirting

4/ Quarterround

a clean-cut, minimalistic skirting 
board with a height of 7 cm. 
ideally suited to newly built 
houses as well as renovations. 
use by preference Balterio 
skirting clips. 
2400 x 70 x 14.2 mm 
94.49 x 2.76 x 0.56 inch

The quarterround is a 
beautifully shaped skirting 
designed to cover wide gaps. 
2400 x 19 x 19 mm 
94.49 x 0.75 x 0.75 inch 

1/ Parquet skirting
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hides the expansion gap 
between the existing 
skirting board and the 
newly-installed fl oor. 
2400 x 19 x 19 mm 
94.49 x 0.75 x 0.75 inch  

5/ Scotia

For a perfect fi nish between 
different fl oor levels and 
elevated door thresholds, 
tiles, closets,... includes 
pvc strip for a perfect fi tting.
400 x 29.2 x 10 mm
94.49 x 1.15 x 0.39 inch

6/ End profi le

For connecting your laminate 
with lower surfaces (carpets, 
linoleum,...). includes 
pvc strip for a perfect fi tting. 
2400 x 40 x 12 mm 
94.49 x 1.57 x 0.47 inch 

7/ Adapting profi le

Joins the laminate fl oor 
with other fl oor coverings 
at the same level. includes 
pvc strip for a perfect fi tting.
2400 x 44 x 11.1 mm
94.49 x 1.73 x 0.43 inch

8/ Connecting profi le For the fi tting of parquet 
skirting, wallbase and 
skirtings. Easy and 
seamless fi xing. cables, 
wires, can be put invisibly 
behind your skirtings. Easy 
removing of the skirtings 
whithout damage.

laminate fl oor is a living and 
organic material which is 
subject to a limited degree 
of shrinkage and expansion. 
This is easily addressed by 
providing an 8 to 10 mm 
expansion joint on all sides.

Expansion 
blocks

Skirting clips
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They provide the perfect support for your 
laminate fl oor and ensure a longer life. 

A subfl oor is essential before the 
laminate is placed. Depending on 
the subfl oor you choose, the fl oor is 
equalised, conducts heat and provides 
noise insulation.

High-
quality 
subfl oors
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hiGh-qualiTy suBFlooRs
Balterio has developed a balanced and high quality range of subfl oors to ensure you, in combination with proper fi tting and 
maintenance conditions, years of carefree enjoyment of your Balterio laminate fl ooring. in addition Balterio offers a lifetime (limited 
to max. 33 years) warranty on the reliability of the connection between the fl oor panels, provided that they are placed with a Balterio 
subfl oor from this catalog.

ComfortSound 
BASE
The lightweight subfl oor to mute 
transmission sound.

ComfortSound 
PLUS
The compromise lightweight subfl oors 
to mute both transmission and refl ection 
sound.

ComfortSound 
PRO
The heavyweight subfl oor to mute the 
refl ection sound that is also ideal to go 
with underfl oor heating (and -cooling).

choicE
Balterio offers a range of 3 subfl oors.

-

Thickness: 2,2 mm
Dimensions: 1,2 m x 10 m = 12 m2

sd-value: > 100 m
Transmission sound: -21 dB
Refl ected walking sound: -21 %
compressive strength: 10,9 T/m2

heat conduction: R = 0,06 m2 K/W 

-

Thickness: 2,5 mm
Dimensions: 1 m x 12 m = 12 m2

sd-value: > 100 m
Transmission sound: -18 dB
Refl ected walking sound: -22 %
compressive strength: 2,5 T/m2

heat conduction: R = 0,081 m2 K/W  

-

Thickness: 2,6 mm
Dimensions: 1 m x 6 m = 6 m2

sd-value: > 100 m
Transmission sound: -20 dB
Refl ected walking sound: -29 %
compressive strength: 24 T/m2

heat conduction: R = 0,01 m2 K/W  

EasE oF usE
all Balterio subfl oors have an integrated dampscreen that offers the best protection against rising 
damp. cutting the Balterio subfl oor around obstacles is also made easy due to the print.

BalTERio coMFoRT 
alu TapE
Thickness: 45 µ
5 cm x 50 m
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Grandeur
 9 mm

EN13329:2006

AC4

Infi nity  

Magnitude 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sapphire 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sculpture 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Elegant 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Quattro 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Xperienceplus 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Stretto 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Impressio

Conference 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC6

Authentic Styleplus 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Dolce

Senator 7 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Pure Stone 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

   
  

*

Characteristics
Thickness

*certain décors

EXTRA LONG & 
WIDE PLANKS

EXTRA LONG & 
WIDE PLANKS

+ 4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE 134 mm

> NARROW PLANKS <

true tile structure

� ne woodgrain 
structure

� ne woodgrain 
structure

brushed 
structure    

woodgrain structure     
brushed structure

woodgrain structure     
� ne woodgrain structure     

brushed structure

soft touch
mat

soft touch
mat

genuine wood 
structure
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Grandeur
 9 mm

EN13329:2006

AC4

Infinity  8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Magnitude 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sapphire 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Sculpture 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Elegant 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Tradition Quattro 9 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Reference 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Stretto 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Impressio brushed
structure 8 mm

EN13329:2006

AC4

New Conferenceplus 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC6

Authentic Styleplus 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Imagine 7 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Senator 7 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

Pure Stone 8 mm
EN13329:2006

AC4

   
  

Usage Residential use Commercial use
Warranties

Thickness
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blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

PEFC/07-32-47
Printed on PEFC-paper
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Style. Quality. Simplicity.

Scan for more info

EASY TO INS
TALL 

AND MAINTAIN

QUALITY AND VALUE

DIFFERENT TASTES, 
DIFFERENT STYLES
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